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Communicatio, 24(1) 1998 (48-58)

Unravelling 'the missing link': the provision of
telecommunications services in select developing
countries*
J P Singh*

ABSTRACT

An important report from the International Telecommu-
nication Union in 1984 singled out telecommunications as
'the missing link' for economic prosperity in developing
countries and advocated putting a telephone within the
reach of every member of its population. This report was
one among the many initiatives which underscore the
emphasis given to telecommunications in many developing
countries since the mid-1980s. But more than a decade
later, the goals of the Maitland Commission Report
remain unfulfilled. 'The missing link' behind these
unfulfilled goals is the political economy of telecommuni-
cations restructurings, now extensively examined by
scholars, which shows how these services are being
supplied. States' decision-making, within the context of
their consolidation of power, is important for under-
standing these restructurings. Links between telecommu-
nications restructuring and economic development are
strong where the state acts as a catalyst among interest
groups and follows a demand led strategy. But most
developing country states are nor catalytic (termed
dysfunctional in this paper). The paper briefly surveys
seven catalytic/dysfunctional states to offer preliminary
observations on the pace (fastjslow), sequence (consis-
tent I capricious) and scope (comprehensive I piecemeal) of
their telecommunication restructurings efforts.

'We believe that by the early part of the next century
virtually whole of mankind (sic) should be brought
within easy reach of a telephone and, in due course, the
other services telecommunications can provide.' Inter-
national Telecommunication Union (Maitland Commis-
sion), 1984.'

'Policy requires politics. Ideas for solving problems
are plentiful, but if an idea is to prevail as the actual
policy of a particular government, it must obtain
support from those who have political power.' Peter
Gourevitch, 1986.2

INTRODUCTION

An important report from the International Telecom-
munication Union (ITU) in 1984, known as the
Maitland Commission Report, singled out telecom-
munications as 'the missing link' for economic
prosperity in developing countries and advocated
putting a telephone within the reach of every member
of its population.3 The report came on the heels of
several studies since the late 1960s outlining the links
between economic development and telecommunica-
tion infrastructures. The benefits of telecommunica-
tions to various user groups in an economy
(summarised in Table 1) were emphasised by these
findings including the use of telecommunications for
social delivery tasks (education, healthcare, emer-
gency services), for government efficiency, and for
business transactions. Holding telecommunications to
be a vital infrastructure for socio-economic develop-
ment, the ITU noted that 'telecommunications may be
viewed not simply as one technology among others,
but the neural system of a society.'4

The Maitland Commission Report was one among
the many initiatives which underscore the emphasis
given to telecommunications in many less developed
countries (LDCs) by the mid-1980s. Many develop-
ing countries restructured their telecommunications
infrastructures including internal reorganisation of
telecommunications providers, enhanced investments
in telecommunications, introduction of competition in
provision of services, and framing of comprehensive
information policies of which telecommunications
would be a part. Countries such as South Korea and
Singapore eliminated their waiting list for telephones;
Mexico and Argentina privatised their telecommuni-
cation providers in the hopes for better service; while
India and China set ambitious goals for future
provision. But more than a decade later most devel-
oping country residents are nowhere close to having a
phone within walking distance of where they live. In
many countries not even privileged groups like
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Table 1

Studies showing benefits of telecommunications according to user groups

USER GROUP

1 Urban residential

2 Rural users

3 Small/Medium-sized
Businesses

4 Large users

5 Government
administrations

6 Public/private social
delivery systems

7 Exporters

REPRESENTATIVE WORK

Chs 10-11:
Saunders et al, 1994a

Parker et al 1989b

Tyler, 1981 °

NTIA1992d

Kochen 1982e

Ch 7: Saunders et al 1994f

NTIA19929

Saunders et al 1994.h

Pierce and Jequier 1983'

11 FT 1988'

BENEFITS OF TELECOM

Demand for telecom highest among
highly educated and high income
people

Helps diversify economic base of rural
America, much of it through extern-
alities

Business costs incurred in Kenya due
to lack of telecom (e.g. supply cost,
managerial costs): sales loss for in-
dustry & services

Several examples of large users (e.g.
banks, retailers) reaching markets and
linking busi. units

"Computer conferencing for central
planning

'Substitution of telecom for travel
'Administrative efficiency

Telecom helps deliver health services,
education, emergency services, etc.

Telephone/telex traffic and interna-
tional trade: parallel growth rates,
former growing faster than latter

a Robert J Saunders, Jeremy J Warford and Bjorn Wellenius, Telecommunications and economic development. Second Edition,
(Washington, DC: The World Bank, 1994).

b Edwin B Parker, Heather E Hudson, Don A Dillman. Andrew D Roscoe, Rural America in the information age:
Telecommunications policy for rural development (The Aspen Institute and University Press of America, 1989).

c Michael Tyler, 'The impact of telecommunications on the performance of a sample of business enterprises (International
Telecommunications Union, Geneva, 1981).

d National Telecommunications and Information Administration, The NT/A infrastructure report: telecommunications in the age
of information (US Department of Commerce, National Telecommunications and Information Administration, 1992).

e Manfred Kochen, 'Opportunity Costs for Computer Conferencing during and for Economic Development', in Mehroo
Jussawalla and DM Lamberton, eds. Communication economics for development (East-West Center, Hawaii, Pergamon
Policy Series on International Development, 1982).

f Saunders et al, Telecommunications.
g NTIA, The NTIA.
h Saunders et al, Telecommunications.
i William B Pierce & Nicolas Jecquier, Telecommunications for development ('International Telecommunications Union, 1983).

businesses or elite bureaucracies can boast of these
services. The average number of main telephone lines
per 100 population in 1991 for all developing
countries was 2,3 (0,3 for least developed) compared
to 37,2 for all industrialised countries.5

What have we learned from a decade of restructur-
ing efforts, many of which remain slow, capricious
and piecemeal? By calling telecommunications a
'missing link,' did the Maitland Commission ignore
another missing link? This article holds the latter to be
the case. It is no coincidence that just as LDCs
restructured their telecommunications, scholars
turned their attention to the comparative political
economy of these efforts. We now know that the

extent to which telecommunications abets develop-
ment will be dependent on the particular workings of
the states and influential interest groups in these
countries. The major determinants of change are now
obvious but work remains to be done in fine tuning
these determinants to explain specific outcomes.
Among other things, we still need to explain the pace
(slow/fast), sequence (capricious/consistent) and
the scope (comprehensive/piecemeal) of these re-
structuring efforts.

This article builds on historical institutionalist
literature to propose a synthesis of many findings on
telecommunications restructuring. The key to unravel-
ling 'the missing link' is state decision making and the
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types of pressure on states, both of which must be
understood within the context of the construction and
maintenance of legitimacy by states. Only a few
states, termed catalytic in this article, will supply
services with obvious links to demands from these
user groups and to areas of high productivity.
Depending on historical circumstances, a catalytic
state can come about in response to (or independent
of) pressures external to itself. Only a few newly
industrialising countries (NICs) such as Singapore
and South Korea may be deemed as catalytic limiting
their generalisability. This article examines these two
countries briefly before turning to what it calls near-
catalytic states (Malaysia and Mexico) which approx-
imate these conditions and help with generalisability.
These states often pursue or reveal fast, consistent and
comprehensive telecommunications restructuring pro-
grams.

Most states in LDCs, termed dysfunctional in this
article, are not catalytic. They are either special interest
driven (China and India) or they act predatorily (Zaire
and Myanmar) to construct and maintain their
legitimacy. Special interest-driven states often favour
a few groups and thus their restructuring efforts are
often slow, inconsistent and piecemeal. Predatory
states are an extreme case, either not providing any
services or providing a few to a select group only.

The types of pressure on the state are important for
understanding how the state will arbitrate or not
arbitrate them. External pressures in the telecommu-
nications case include major user groups such as
urban and residential users, different types of busi-
nesses and government administrations (see table 1).
Other interest groups are domestic and international
equipment manufacturers, international organisations,
and foreign governments. Cohesive pressures, as in a
coalition of interest groups, can prod the state toward
fast and consistent restructuring while heterogenous
pressures (as in multiple coalitions or interest groups)
are often difficult to resolve resulting in slow and
piecemeal change. Even a near-catalytic state facing
heterogenous pressures such as Malaysia had a hard
time sustaining its restructuring policies which it had
introduced earlier with speed and consistency. Dys-
functional states facing heterogeneous pressures have
a harder time. Heterogeneous pressures made Indian
telecommunications policies grid-locked until 1991
when an economic crisis allowed the state to
introduce major changes which too became difficult
to implement because of the same pressures. Only
predatory states such as Zaire can afford to ignore all
pressures. Table 2 (explained later) summarises types
of pressure and state decision making processes for
the seven cases discussed in this article. But before
discussing the seven cases separately, the political
economy of restructuring state decision making and
types of pressure is explained in detail.

AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK: STATE
DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES

The key to understanding state decision-making
processes in the context of the discussion above is

how cohesive or heterogeneous pressures, especially
where they are multiple or conflicting, are resolved
through the state. States are revenue and power
maximisers. Provision of telecommunications services
is a sub-part (often a minuscule part) of this agenda.
It would then be unrealistic to expect that the state's
motives for supplying telecommunications services
would coincide with those of the demandeurs or
result in efficient outcomes. North sums up the issue
well in a larger context: ' [ l ] t is exceptional to find
economic markets that approximate the conditions
necessary for efficiency. It is impossible to find
political markets that do.'6

Attempts to explain the politics of restructuring by
focusing on formal political institutions like those in
developed countries are not possible, as the existence
of permanent or highly developed institutions is an
untenable assumption to make in many developing
countries. Because of the uniqueness of formal
institutions in each country, comparative analyses
also become difficult.7 A slight variant of this 'old
institutionalist' analysis focuses on the regime type to
explain outcomes. The pace of privatisation initiatives
in various developed countries is thus explained by
whether the regime represents several competing
interests (pluralist), one in which the government
plays a strong role (statist) or one which is cohabited
by mutually accommodating interests (corporatist).8

But economy-wide studies show that it is incorrect to
assume that a particular regime would necessarily
adopt a particular development strategy.9

Political science scholars working in the historical
institutionalist tradition point out three relevant
aspects of state decision-making processes which
are relevant for us to analyse the inner workings of the
state in developing countries and also to provide
cross-national comparisons.10 The first aspect con-
cerns state autonomy or the degree to which the state
is independent of (or not captured by) interest groups
or the population at large in carrying out its actions.
The second characteristic, known as state capacity,
concerns the degree to which the state is actually
successful in its actions, which in turn depends on its
cadre of officials and other resources (financial,
institutional, historical circumstances). Finally, the
degree to which state actions are development
oriented is dependent on the history of state interest
and involvement in development issues. The first two
aspects relate to institutional aspects of development.
The third aspect is specified historically and comes
close to being a 'behavioural' factor, but in as much as
the degree of state involvement in development issues
becomes permanent, it can be taken as an institutional
characteristic. Either way, the historical institutionalist
tradition clearly points toward analysing institutions in
their environmental context, and thus the develop-
ment orientation of a state would hardly be incon-
sistent with it.11

This article builds upon the preceding concepts to
speak of state 'manoeuvrability' and 'responsibility' to
highlight the importance of state capacity, develop-
ment orientation and the legitimacy struggles of the
state under varied circumstances. 'Manoeuvrability'
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takes into account state resources and capacity, and
the embeddedness of the state in societal relations
while leaving it room to impose its agenda and shape
societal choices.12 Without capacity, state autonomy
means nothing and thus both dimensions are neces-
sary in positing manoeuvrability. State 'responsibility'
directly benefits the cause of development while also
helping the state to increase its legitimacy. It refers to
the state's ability to use its capacity effectively toward
development-oriented tasks assigned to it historically
while at the same time increasing its legitimacy.13

Placing state responsibility in the context of construc-
tion of legitimacy and state capacity distinguishes it
from what has been called a 'developmentalist
state'14.

A catalytic state can both manoeuvre and be
responsible. It shapes an active developmentalist
agenda with respect to vital societal interests. A
dysfunctional situation follows if one or both of the
variables are severely lacking. A lack of manoeuvr-
ability (with or without a lack of responsibility) will
produce a state which is dominated by special
interests or is unstable or both, though it can, under
special circumstances, act responsibly in carrying out
development initiatives. In reality, most states in
developing countries have some degree of manoeuvr-
ability as the most powerful actors in their polities,
otherwise they could not survive. Therefore, special
interest domination is applied here in the strict sense
of a few interest group preferences being dominant on
the state agenda. Special interests, while present in
catalytic states, too, are seldom able to dominate state
agendas. Their preferences in catalytic circumstances
are often shaped by state agendas. An absence of
responsibility with a high degree of manoeuvrability,
on the other hand, will produce a predatory state
which seldom takes any developmental initiatives.15

Repressive force might be needed for continuation of
authority in case of the special interest dominated or
predatory dysfunctional state.

A catalytic state will not only meet user demands
but also play a dirigiste role in shaping future
preferences. Dysfunctional states will do one of the
following things:

(a) supply services to those with the most access to
its decision-making procedures (special-interest-
dominated state). A few or many (depending on
the context) user demands are met in this
scenario although provision may be neither
efficient nor optimal. The state may also supply
these services to other groups because it helps
the state increase its legitimacy.

(b) not supply services to any group or all to a few
individuals which help it dominate (predatory
state). The links to user demands hardly ever exist
here.

Table 2 summarises the results from country cases
chosen for illustration.

Cases in table 2 have been carefully picked, in a
two-step process, according to variation in explana-
tory variables.16 In the first step, cases are chosen on

the basis of whether the states are catalytic (Singa-
pore, South Korea), near-catalytic (Malaysia, Mex-
ico), dysfunctional in terms of special interest
domination (China, India), or dysfunctional in terms
of being predatory (Zaire). Two countries were picked
for each state-type (except predatory) to reflect the
variation within each type for the other explanatory
variable, namely the variety of pressures (cohesive or
heterogeneous) on the state by interest groups
(including clubs) in telecommunications. These pres-
sures, by definition, are nonexistent for predatory
states and, therefore, only one predatory state is
illustrated.

The types of state and varieties of pressure present
us with different sets of outcomes which are con-
sistent across similar cases. There is no great hetero-
geneity of pressures in telecommunications upon
Singapore, Mexico, China and Zaire in terms of the
basis of their support or legitimacy.17 Restructuring
initiatives (if any) in these states are more streamlined
and trouble free than for the other three cases. South
Korean, Malaysian, and Indian states represent a
variety of pressures. Restructuring initiatives here
often run into a number of problems, especially for
dysfunctional states such as India. Catalytic and near-
catalytic states are also able to play a decisive role in
shaping th'e overall policies governing telecommuni-
cation restructuring. Even with heterogeneous pres-
sures, catalytic states like Korea or near catalytic ones
like Mexico, at least in the short-run, are able to play a
dirigiste role in shaping societal preferences toward
stream-lined outcomes.

What do these categories (types of state decision-
making process and varieties of pressure) mean in
terms of this article? It means that demands or
pressures from interest groups alone will not create
their supply in state hands. Telecommunications
analyses sometimes assume that states in developing
countries do little else than provide telecommunica-
tions services (most of which are limited to provision
of telephones). But state actions are always reflective
of the larger socio-political backdrop. Choices states
make are sometimes as dependent on the micro levels
of interaction with specific interest groups as they are
on the state concern with construction of its legiti-
macy, the latter implying obedience and/or accep-
tance of state control by society. States' prerogatives
to increase their legitimacy demand that we remain
sensitive to the sources of pressures for such
restructuring.

Crises of legitimacy in the developing world extend
to both catalytic and dysfunctional states. States
which had been able to marginalise social groups
now find themselves in an increasingly tenable
situation vis-a-vis their legitimacy. Thus, the South
Korean state has experienced everything from student
riots to trade union strikes and middle-class dissatis-
faction. No longer able to marginalise these groups,
the state has tried to appease these groups through
various mechanisms. Provision of telecommunication
services may be understood in this regard. The South
Korean waiting list for telecommunication services
which exceeded half a million in 1980 was brought
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Table 2

Types of state, pressures and outcomes in telecommunications restructurings

TYPE OF STATE

1 Catalytic

2 Near-catalytic

3a Dysfunctional:
special interest
domination

3b Dysfunctional:
predatory

VARIETY OF PRESSURES

cohesive: international business.
Other latent pressures.

somewhat heterogeneous: do-
mestic & international business
pressures. Trade unions. Other
latent pressures.

cohesive: economic crisis pres-
sures contained through PRI

heterogeneous: powerful ethnic
Malay and Chinese. Federal pro-
vinces

cohesive: coalition of govt. min-
istries, export interests, foreign
manufacturers

heterogenous: disparately
powerful business groups, urban
users, export interests, latent
rural pressures

none: state lacks legitimacy

COUNTRY

Singapore

South Korea

Mexico

Malaysia

China

India

Zaire

OUTCOMES +

*Comprehensive policies
"Singapore Telecom privatisation
smooth

"Impressive infrastructural provi-
sion

"Comprehensive policies
"Nepotism in liberalisation, Work-
er strikes

"Impressive infrastructural provi-
sion

"Comprehensive policies emer-
ging
"Telmex privatisation smooth
"Future liberalisation might be
rough

"Impressive growth in services

"Comprehensive policies emer-
ging

"Earlier liberalisation/privatisation
smooth

"Now 'privatisation run amok'
"Impressive growth in services

"No comprehensive policies
"very low teledensity
"Ambitious service enhancement
program

"Emerging powerful service pro-
viders: smooth transition

"No comprehensive policies
"very low teledensity
"Ambitious service enhancement
program

"Messy, nepotistic and complex
liberalisation

"Services concentrated in Kinsha-
sa & among select few

"Extremely low teledensity

+ Comprehensive policies among outcomes refer to consistency of telecommunication restructuring with overall development
initiatives and also to formulation of policies and regulations governing the restructured telecommunications sectors.

close to zero by the end of the decade. This is also the
case in providing services to rural ethnic Malays in
Malaysia. In India a pro-rural strategy (essential for
any party to come to power) guided Rajiv Gandhi's
administration's (1984 - 1991) - and those of
subsequent administrations - commitment of re-
sources to rural telecommunications projects after it
was made a development priority. In India, the state
also uses a pro-rural rhetoric to deflect the demands of
urban groups.

The links between state legitimacy and telecommu-
nications restructuring are not straightforward. Legiti-
macy may not be accorded just because the proposed

restructuring takes place.18 States in many developing
countries, as well as Eastern European countries and
the former Soviet Union, continue to face crises of
legitimacy even after restructuring efforts. Restructur-
ing may also not actually take place in spite of state
rhetoric which is designed to buy legitimacy. Thus,
while the state's concern for providing services to rural
areas in India is reflective of its rural bases of support,
the breadth of the rhetoric is matched only by the
narrowness of implementation. States in developing
countries are often caught in a desperate struggle to
survive and state legitimacy is a slow exercise in
rhetorical politics, implementation failures, and mixed
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successes. We must be sensitive to such discrimina-
tions in discerning trends in telecommunications
policies.

THE CASE STUDIES

CATALYTIC STATES

Catalytic states, as noted earlier, will meet the
demands for restructuring and also play a dirigiste
role in shaping future preferences. Korea and Singa-
pore are examples. Both possess enough autonomy
and capacity (without being controlled or beholden to
any particular interest group), giving them consider-
able manoeuvrability to arbitrate societal preferences.
While Singapore follows an outward oriented devel-
opment strategy which favours international capital
over domestic, foreign capital does not dictate
Singapore's internal politics. In spite of recent partial
privatisation, the telecommunications sector remains
predominantly state-run. Similarly, while the Korean
government protects domestic capital over foreign
and the Chaebol's (South Korean conglomerates)
close links to the government are now producing
scandal and scrutiny, past governments ensured that
the Chaebol did not gain too much in political
strength while at the same time worked explicitly (or
through backdoors) to meet their demands. Korea's
Economic Planning Board deliberately sought to
prevent monopoly interests through the workings of
the Chaebol during the period of rapid growth and
liberalisation in telecommunications.

Consistent with their economic development stra-
tegies, both Korea and Singapore emphasised busi-
ness users in meeting telecommunications demands
initially. These users, who tend to be concentrated in
major metropolitan areas, account for a majority of
telecommunications traffic registered and revenues
earned. Starting with the Market Access Fact Finding
talks with the US in 1987, there were also interna-
tional pressures on Korea to open its market. While the
telecommunications restructuring was driven by busi-
ness demands, the state nonetheless retained suffi-
cient manoeuvrability in both cases to later channel
the revenues toward other sources of demand, which,
among other policies, helped the state maintain its
legitimacy. Thus, urban residential pressures for
telephones in Korea were met by the end of the
1980s. Singapore also brought down a waiting list of
two years for telephones in 1972 to less than two
weeks by 1979. Telecommunication densities (num-
ber of main lines per 100 population) of nearly 40 for
Singapore and 34 for South Korea in 1992 are high by
international standards and waiting lists nonexis-
tent.19 The advanced industrial countries usually have
50-55 main lines per 100 population.

State responsibility in Singapore and Korea led to
the design of comprehensive policies which made
telecommunications a part of their long-run develop-
ment strategy. Singapore's drive to become an
'intelligent island' by 2000 with an all-pervasive fibre
optic network by 2005 is closely tied to its status as an
entrepot and the desire to remain an important
financial center. Its 'second industrial revolution'

implemented in the 1980s emphasised services and
high-technology and relied on information technolo-
gies to effect the transition.20 Long-run plans are
implemented easily in Singapore because of close
coordination among the various offices of the state
and strong leadership from the executive. Coordina-
tion among departments of the Ministries of Finance,
Trade and Industry and Communication is seen as
especially important for success in introducing the
National Information Technology Plan in 1986.
Korea's drive in telecommunications was similarly
guided by a strong executive and by the impetus given
to its electronics industry in the 1980s. The year 1983
was singled out by the state as ushering in 'the period
of the development of the information industry.'21 A
number of legislative obstacles to restructuring were
overcome between 1989 and 1991.

Korea's approach toward telecommunication re-
structuring has been cautious, the state hedging
between pressures from Chaebol and international
pressures, both for enhancing and liberalising tele-
communications services. Another element making
the state cautious is latent pressures from Korean
workers and urban groups. In fact, plans to privatise
the main telephone carrier, Korea Telecom or KT, in
1995 were met with strikes by the workers (KT has
almost 60000 workers). President Kim Young Sam
described it as equivalent to 'an attempt to overthrow
the state,' itself indicative of how seriously the state
views these pressures.22 KT's privatisation, which is
now beginning to happen, was on the agenda for the
last five years. (The country's deregulation and
privatisation measures in general met with worker
strikes and unrest in late 1996-early 1997.) In the
future, KT will compete with the privately held Dacom
in international service and domestic long-distance
service provision. Dacom was originally established
by the government in 1982 to meet demands for data
services. Cellular service is perhaps the most compe-
titive, with Korea Mobile Telecom Service competing
with Shingsei Mobile Telecom (a subsidiary of a
consortium led by the powerful Pohong Iron and
Steel). Charges of nepotism involved both Roh Tae
Woo and Kim Young Sam in awarding cellular
licenses in the early 1990s to the Chaebol led by
Sunkyong. The latter was eventually placated with a
lucrative share of Korea Telecom.

Singapore's restructuring is streamlined and shaped
decisively by the centralised and cohesive Singapor-
ean state. The 1980s witnessed the national tele-
communication monopoly, now known as Singapore
Telecom become a major regional player. Singapore
Telecom now single-handedly supplies an entire
range of services and was given a monopoly of 15
years in 1992 to do so. Almost a quarter of the
company was also privatised, starting in 1993 in what
was seen as one of the hottest stock offerings in Asia.
The complaints, if any, about Singapore Telecom
services come from a sophisticated set of users who
might have these complaints in Manhattan or the City,
too. But as Singapore becomes part of the interna-
tional information bazaar, pressures for political
liberalisation might increase, in turn undermining the
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strong presence of the Singaporean state in the
economy.23

NEAR-CATALYTIC STATES

Mexico and Malaysia come close to being catalytic
states. While not presenting the kind of comprehen-
sive and dirigiste policies which characterise South
Korea and Singapore, these states nonetheless acted
quickly toward restructuring telecommunications for
national economic development. In Mexico's case, the
chief element driving change was a deep-seated
economic crisis and change was ushered in fast.24

Comprehensive information policies are still catching
up with the transformations in the industry structure
which perhaps were ushered in too fast following the
economic crisis and political consolidation from mid-
to late-1980s. The Malaysian state was able to impose
an ambitious restructuring agenda starting in the mid
1980s because of its political strength but much
depends on its ability to keep a healthy balance
among the demands of various ethnic groups in
society. Following the rioting in May 1969 and the
announcement of the new economic policy (NEP) in
1970, telecommunications along with the rest of the
economy has been used to correct the economic
balance between the affluent Chinese and the native
Malays (bumiputeras). The awarding of many lucra-
tive telecommunication contracts and licenses to
bumiputera groups in the last decade has to be seen
in this light. The Malaysian government's manoeuvr-
ability and its responsibility toward development is
thus ultimately tied in with its struggle for legitimacy.

In spite of the uncertainty of economic factors in
Mexico and ethnic politics in Malaysia, current
telecommunication indicators in both countries com-
pare well to those of Singapore and Korea in the early
1980s when the latter took off in terms of telecom-
munications growth.25 Again, business users obtained
these services first and urban residential users were
targeted next. The Malaysian government is also
increasingly concerned with provision of services to
rural areas because of the nature of its federalism and
ethnic politics.

Malaysian telecommunication restructuring reveals
the influence of its disparately powerful domestic
groups and a few international pressures. Malaysia
was one of the first countries to corporatise its
telecommunications monopoly (now known as Tele-
kom Malaysia) in 1987 and partially privatise it in
1990 when one-quarter of its stock was sold. But the
last decade and a half also reveals the powerful
influence of bumiputera groups who obtained lucra-
tive installation contracts in the 1980s and captured
licenses for service provision in the 1990s. A liberal-
ised telecommunications sector in Malaysia featured
eight major players apart from Telekom by 1995
poised for providing a variety of services. Eventually,
Prime Minister Mahathir Mohammed intervened him-
self and admitted that the field was too crowded and
options for the eight new providers were narrowed.

Mexico's restructuring, which centred on the
privatisation of the national telecommunication carrier

Telmex in 1989-90, was more tightly woven than
Malaysia's restructuring process. It came on the heels
of a macro-economic restructuring programme which
began to tilt the balance in Mexican politics toward
the middle class and international business as the
ruling party, PRI, desperately consolidated its power
base after the debt induced economic crisis after
1982. (The crisis-induced nature of Mexican politics
distinguishes it from its catalytic counterparts in East
Asia.) PRI is traditionally the labour party of Mexico
and even as it favoured the last two groups, it was
able to hold labour more or less in its purview (in spite
of the centre-left presidential candidate Cardenas'
strong challenge to PRI's Salinas in 1988). Further-
more, Mexican politics are highly centralised around
the executive, allowing it to pick the winners and
losers easily while building support for PRI.26 Future
changes may be harder as the state's control over the
privatised Telemex weakens, coupled with PRI's
increasing attrition of power base. Telmex lost its
monopoly over long-distance service on 1 January,
1997, and the plurality of domestic and international
players in the market, coupled with PRI's weakened
base, means that future restructurings might not go as
smoothly as in the past.

In spite of their impressive telecommunications
growth rates and the speed of liberalisation, both
Malaysia and Mexico reveal the difficulty that states
face in framing comprehensive information policies
and regulations after the market has already been
liberalised. The Mexican state was a bit more
successful, finding itself slightly constrained only with
the 1996 liberalisation, but by 1995 Malaysia was
already seen as 'a case of privatisation run amok.'27

DYSFUNCTIONAL SPECIAL INTEREST DRIVEN
STATES

Dysfunctional states are either special interest domi-
nated or predatory. For special-interest-dominated
states, efforts to improve telecommunications at the
club are in response to providing privileges to
individually powerful interest groups. Sectoral or
economy-wide coalitions are either too narrow (Chi-
na) or not forthcoming (India). While a few produc-
tive sectors of the economy may be favoured, others
may be completely ignored because of their lack of
clout with the state. States possess some manoeuvr-
ability and responsibility but the latter depends on the
history of state involvement in development initiatives
and the kinds of pressures that the interest groups
bring on the state to promote economic development.
Overall, states find it difficult to rationalise the rules
and policies for service provision even for the favoured
groups.

China and India are examples of special-interest-
dominated states marked by piecemeal restructuring
and granting of special favours. Telecommunication
densities are very low (0,68 for China and 0,73 for
India in 1992) and the waiting lists are high (over 0,7
million in India and nearly 2,3 million in China in
1992).28 The telecommunication monopolies are
ridden with inefficiencies and serve as the rallying
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point for a few interest groups to demand change.
Comprehensive information policies of the sort found
in catalytic states are lacking in China as well as India.
No clear vision in terms of integrating their telecom-
munications sectors with their overall economic
development strategies or trajectories has emerged in
either of the cases although state estimates for future
service enhancement and telecommunication invest-
ment are high in both cases. Both states do exhibit
some responsibility toward development and possess
enough capacity to be able to carry out these tasks in
accordance with their legitimacy prerogatives. But
both countries are also primarily driven by awarding
favours to groups with most access to state decision
making. Thus, whereas countries such as Singapore
and South Korea were able to manoeuvre away from
being captured by special interest groups (and there-
fore frame comprehensive information policies bene-
fiting many societal groups), dysfunctional states are
unable to do so.

China might at first seem to be an odd choice for a
special-interest-dominated state for telecommunica-
tions because the state seems so insular. Its highly
authoritarian and centralised decision-making proce-
dures, however, reveal the influence of powerful
groups which account for everything from awarding
of lucrative economic contracts to widespread corrup-
tion within the government. In telecommunications,
the challenge to the telecommunications monopoly,
the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications
(MPT), has come from other powerful ministries
within the government and politically powerful
groups of domestic and international large users. In
China's centralised context, where channels to elite
decision making are limited, the challenge to MPT
coalesced in a coalition centred on the two newly
formed inter-ministerial service providers known as
Liantong and Jitong. Liantong is more powerful with
its shareholders coming from the influential electro-
nics, railways and power ministries and is poised to
become China's second carrier. Jitong is owned by 26
state institutions and will provide a variety of
specialised services. Provincial administrations are
also being given more power to provide telecommu-
nication services. While not providing services, MNCs
led by Alcatel, AT&T and Motorola are selling a lot of
equipment to a country which is seen to have the
most ambitious service-enhancement programme in
the world, even if comprehensive policies are lacking.
Chinese telecommunication goals include provision of
100 million digital phones by the year 2000.

While decision making is not as transparent as other
developing countries, two things nonetheless stand
out in China's context. First, a coalition for restructur-
ing telecommunications with access to state's deci-
sion making exists. The reform coalition consists of a
powerful group which includes the major manufactur-
ing and user ministries, large national users, local
governments and interest groups and international
equipment suppliers and service operators.'29 Chinese
politics being insulated accounts for the narrowness
as well the existence of a 'reform coalition' among its
privileged groups. (A small number of privileged

groups would find it easy to form a coalition.)30

Second, restructuring has, in turn, mostly benefited
the coalition partners. This is evident from the
networks available to powerful ministries, equipment
deals for MNCs, and availability of advanced services
for users in Special Economic Zones and export-
oriented areas such as Guangdong and Fujian.

Indian reform efforts in the 1980s were halting and
nepotistic even though demands from businesses,
urban residential users and government administra-
tions continued to grow. India was pushed toward
further telecommunications liberalisation after a se-
vere fiscal and balance of payments crisis in 1991.
Specialised services, including cellular, were liberal-
ised between 1991-94 and the basic telephone
service, was liberalised after the announcement of
the national telecommunications policy in 1994. The
1994 policy announced ambitious goals for provision
of telephones (20 million lines by 2 000) and also
liberalised the telecommunications sector further. The
state-owned monopoly, the Department of Telecom-
munications (DoT), could not be corporatised or
privatised due to resistance from its 480 000 workers
(tacitly supported by 18 million employees in other
state-owned enterprises). DoT will now compete with
a private player in each of the 15 regions (known as
telecom circles) announced by the state.

Each stage of the liberalisation process in India has
been marked by the awarding of contracts and
licences to those with most access to the state's
decision-making processes along with many court
battles and scandals. Unlike China, a liberalisation
'coalition' has not emerged in India, given its more
democratic environment and a plurality of actors. The
many things happening simultaneously in the Indian
telecommunications landscape reveal the many influ-
ences at work on the Indian state. The Indian state's
juggling between several interest groups (including
the entrenched constituencies within the state-owned
monopoly) is producing one of the most complex
liberalisation programmes ever undertaken. In the
meantime, many groups (or sub-parts of these) with
the highest demand for telecommunications services
(large users, exporters, urban consumers), continue to
be left out of the restructuring initiatives. The Indian
state also must hedge between meeting the demands
of urban areas where the revenues from telecommu-
nication services are high and those of rural areas
where the revenues are low but where nearly three-
quarters of the voters live. Unlike China, indirect
pressures on the Indian state for maintaining its
legitimacy, operating in a somewhat democratic
climate, are more urgent.

DYSFUNCTIONAL PREDATORY STATE

A predatory state is the worst case scenario. The state
is manoeuvrable but lacks responsibility including the
ability to meet societal demands. Zaire's teledensity
was 0,09 for 1992.31 Mobuto Sese Seko in Zaire has
little legitimacy and his hold on power, which slipped
considerably in 1996 due to ethnic warfare in the
Eastern provinces, is mainly through violent force.
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hardly conditions suited for long-term economic
development policies. A handful of users have
benefited from state handouts but there is no
consistency in policy, regulation or long-term plans
for an industry structure. Most of Zaire's telecommu-
nications services (including Motorola's provision of
cellular phones) are located in Kinshasa with the
exception of Gecamines in the south-eastern part of
the country accounting for more than three-quarters
of the country's foreign exchange.32

CONCLUSION

This brief survey of telecommunication service provi-
sion in seven countries leads to one inevitable
conclusion. We cannot expect that a centralised
authority such as the state will supply telecommuni-
cation services efficiently, but its actions in concert
with external pressures (in as much as it meets their
demand) may help it approach efficiency rather than
deviating from it. This explains the apparent paradox
that even states which are special-interest-dominated
will undertake telecommunication restructuring initia-
tives which result in provision of services to groups
beyond the ones who have direct access to the state.
Furthermore, the state might have to provide these
services to maintain its power.33 The sub-optimal
outcomes will be of one of the following types:

• Restrictions on service provision

States can muster any number of arguments ranging
from resource constraints (material, financial, human)
to an outright rejection of telecommunications as a
development strategy to restrict service provision in
spite of pressures from interest groups to the contrary.
Thus telecommunications may not be a development
priority because the state feels it is a luxtiry item or it
may not commit resources to it even after making it a
development priority. Telecommunication sectors
then continue to reveal waiting lists and poor quality
of services even though the benefits from increasing
the quantity and quality of services outweigh the
costs.

• Cross-subsidisation

Levels of cross-subsidisation among services, often
quite high, reflect the differential treatment adcorded
by the state to different user groups in accordance
with external pressures and internal prerogatives of
the state. Rural areas may be emphasised in state
plans whereas urban areas need these services the
most because the state needs to increase its legitimacy
in these areas. This does not mean that the rural areas
actually get these services. As in other state pro-
grammes, there is a big difference between rhetoric
and implementation. Of course, depending on the
context, rural areas may be left out altogether where
the state effectively keeps them out of its decision -
making procedures. The extreme case of cross-
subsidisation, one that extends beyond telecommu-

nications, is one where the state uses the telecommu-
nications sector purely as a 'cash cow' and siphons off
revenues to be used in other sectors.34

Unless sectoral or economy-wide coalitions are
forthcoming, states may move very slowly toward
addressing the problems of telecommunications. Even
with collective action forthcoming, state plans in
telecommunications are often at the mercy of the
overall political-economic climate. Entire plans might
be derailed or delayed by crises in succession or
elections, put on the backburner because of crises or
priorities in other sectors, ignored to let things calm
down, or at times showcased briefly to invite foreign
investments in other sectors. The list is endless but in
each case telecommunications reform is linked with
priorities outside of telecommunications while being
dependent on the intensity and variety of pressures for
restructuring.

As scholars, we care about inconsistencies and
contradictions in economic restructuring efforts but
we are less successful in explaining them. The
framework proposed in this article qualifies pressures
for change by showing how these pressures are
seldom rationalised and how in many circumstances
they remain weak, resulting in piecemeal and incon-
sistent changes. Policy makers and multilateral devel-
opment agencies are regularly concerned about
'partial reform' in developing countries these days.35

In the context of this article, it is as important for us to
understand the causes of this 'partial reform' as it is for
us to formulate measures for the future.

The Missing Link' report, while correctly noting the
links between telecommunications and economic
development, assumed that the LDC states were
sufficiently prepared to implement the recommended
measures. Much has also been made specifically of
telecommunications as a leapfrogging technology
which would help developing countries accelerate
their pace of development and become part of global
economies. But these scenarios do not account for the
role politics plays in these efforts. Politics can only be
more intense when technological needs are expressed
through interest groups and coalitions impacting on
states. Kindleberger calls these 'the relationships
between economic interest and political power.'36

Telecommunications users and other interest groups
must be able to prevail over states to get their
demands met. The lobbying organization must, be-
sides agreeing on its own policies, go through the
compromises and procedures needed to change
government policy.'37 States do not exist solely to
provide telephones (or other telecommunication
services) and, even when they do, they are likely to
be motivated by factors other than the provision of
telephone service. Whether or not emergent policies
benefit specific interest groups or nations as a whole
will depend less on the efficacy of an ideal economic
strategy and more on the historical institutionalist
context of its implementation.
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